
Meerkat reading and spelling  
Week 1 – 01.06.20 

When reflecting on the work from last term, I would like to ensue 
that this term we expand our focus to ensure we cover more 
spelling and reading activities, in addition to those on reading 

eggspress.  
 

This weekly home learning document will consist of 3 reading 
activities, as well as 2 spelling lessons that alternate each day. 

 
 Again, please photograph or scan completed work as I would love 

to see your learning journey across the week. 
If you have any questions regarding the activities set, please email 

us:  
meerkats@bratton.wilts.sch.uk  

Thank you,  
Mrs Stokes and Mrs Jeffery 

 



Reading -  
Activity 1  

 



Spelling – Activity 1  

1)You will need a partner to help you with this 
activity.  

On the next slide, there are 20 words which I would 
like your partner to read to you so that you can 
have a go at spelling them.  
 
2)Please go through and check them afterwards by 
putting a tick or a cross next to each one.  
 
3) Each one you got incorrect, write underneath 
again using the correct spelling to help with recall 
ahead. 



Spelling words  

1) accident  
2) actual 
3) address 
4) answer  
5) appear  
6) arrive  
7) believe  
8) bicycle 
9) breath 
10)breathe  

11)build 
12)business 
13)calendar 
14)caught 
15)centre 
16)century 
17)certain 
18)circle 
19)complete 
20)consider 



Reading – Activity 2  
Pick one of the three pictures from the next 3 slides to answer these questions 
about. This will be extending your inference and deduction skills, as there is no 
right or wrong answer; it is based on what you think and can see in the picture. 
See if you can develop your answers. What do other people in your family think? 
 
1. What was your first reaction to this painting? Why do you think you had the 

reaction?  
2. Describe the lines in this painting.  
3. Describe the colours in the painting.  
4. Which area of the painting do you find most important? Why?  
5. What adjectives would you use to describe the painting?  
6. If you could ask the artist a question, what would you ask him/her?  
7.  What emotions do you notice in the painting?  
8. Who do you know that would really like this painting? Why would they like it?  
9. Who do you know that would really dislike this painting? Why would they 

dislike it?  
10. If this painting were music, what would it sound like?  

 









Spelling - Activity 2  

You are going to use the ‘Have a go’ worksheet you should have used in 
spelling lessons in the past.  
If you have not used this before with spellings then this is how it works:  
1. When you are writing a sentence and you come across a spelling that 

you are not sure of then try writing the spelling 3 different ways (using 
your phonics knowledge of sounding the word out).  

2. Once you have written it 3 ways (on the template, which is on the next 
slide or on a piece of paper if you can’t print it,) choose the spelling you 
think looks correct and use this in your work.  Ask yourself ‘Does it look 
right?’ or ‘Have I seen it like this in a book?’ to help you make your 
choice.  

3. As you are still not sure if this spelling is right or not, put a wiggly line 
underneath it to remind you that it needs checking. This tells me that 
you have tried this method and you can either: 1) Come back to it at the 
end of a lesson when proof reading your work. This way you can use a 
dictionary, or 2) If you run out of time in the lesson, I can look at it when 
marking your work.  

4. You do not need to make more that 3 attempts at spelling the word as 
this will waste lesson time and interrupt the flow of your writing.  

 



Your task  
Ask a partner to re-

read the spellings you 
got incorrect in the 
last spelling lesson 

and use this method 
to try and spell them 
correctly. Remember 

to show me which 
spelling you chose 

from your 3 attempts. 
You may choose to do 

this by circling your 
final spelling choice. 



Reading  - Activity 3   

1) Find the following words in a dictionary and write their 
definitions. Here is an online dictionary if you don’t have one 
at home: https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary 

• Amateur  

• Conscience 

• Foreign 

• Hindrance 

• Privilege 

• Sufficient 

• Pronunciation 

2) Now you know what each word means, I would like you to 
put each one into a sentence of your own.  

 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary

